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One can note from author’s [1], [2] and [3] that for any Aspect Primality of concern, say \{S1\}, we can always find it’s Quantum Converse Dual Primality \{S1\}' (found as any of the Converse Types detailed in [2], [3]) and can also find* this Primality as itself or/ and it’s Universe(s) In Parallel (found to Exhaustion at all Levels of Complements) in the Aspect Primality \{S1\} itself, while taking care of the Evolution Potential Annulling Prime Metric Algebra appropriately over the Space-Time Span Bounds of \{S1\}. This can be considered as a ‘Universal Natural Hole’ of \{S1\} in \{S1\} which can also be referred to as the Natural Redundancy of \{S1\}. (*Also, this can be achieved by significantly Evolving \{S1\} if we cannot find so initially). Furthermore, one can also note that one can always Slate the ‘Universal Quantization Operator’ of concern (using which we wish to Quantize the Aspect Primality \{S1\} of concern) in the Basis of this Natural Hole Primality, i.e., \{S1\}'. One can also Evolve this Hole Primality \{S1\}' sufficiently enough that the Aspect Primality \{S1\} is Naturally Windowable using the thusly Slated and Evolved Or/ And thusly Evolved and Slated ‘Universal Quantization Operator’. Conversely, any Unjustified ‘Universal Quantization Operator’ s Action can also be Negated using the Redundancy^ (inclusive of the act of unjustified Quantization) of the same. Usually, whatever is the Primary Object of the Aspect Primality is, the Hole Primality is the Primality of the Objective Totally Contrary to such aforementioned Primary Objective of the Aspect Primality \{S1\}.
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Moral

_Ekovaasi Sarva Bhootaan Antaraatmah (It is the One That Pervades All)_

—-Ramesh Chandra Bagadi
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